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ABSTRACT

Placental malaria, characterized by sequestration of Plasmodium falciparum in the maternal placental blood space and associated inflammatory damage, contributes to poor birth outcomes and ~200,000 infant deaths annually. Specific mechanisms that contribute to placental damage and dysfunction during malaria are not completely understood. To investigate a potential role for oxidative stress, antioxidant genes and markers for oxidative damage were assessed by quantitative PCR and immunohistochemistry in Plasmodium chabaudi AS-infected pregnant mice. Widespread evidence of lipid peroxidation was observed and was associated with higher antioxidant gene expression in conceptuses of infected mice. To assess the extent to which this oxidative damage might contribute to poor birth outcomes and be amenable to therapeutic intervention, infected pregnant mice were treated with N-acetylcysteine, a free radical scavenger, or tempol, an intracellular superoxide dismutase mimetic. The results show that mice treated with N-acetylcysteine experienced malaria induced–pregnancy loss at the same rate as control animals and failed to mitigate placental oxidative damage. In contrast, tempol-treated mice exhibited subtle improvement in embryo survival at gestation day 12. Although lipid peroxidation was not consistently reduced in the placentas of these mice, it was inversely related to embryo viability. Moreover, reduced IFN-γ and CCL2 plasma levels in treated mice were associated with midgestational embryo viability. Thus, although oxidative stress is remarkable in placental malaria and its mitigation by antioxidant therapy may improve pregnancy outcomes, the underlying mechanistic basis and potential therapeutic strategies require additional investigation. ImmunoHorizons, 2017, 1: 29–41.

INTRODUCTION

According to the World Health Organization, malaria remains a major public health problem in many countries of the world. Despite the progress in reducing malaria cases and deaths, it is estimated that 214 million cases of malaria occurred worldwide in 2015, leading to 438,000 deaths (1). In areas with moderate to high transmission of Plasmodium falciparum, a package of interventions for controlling malaria and its effects during pregnancy is recommended (2). Malaria in pregnant women is characterized by the accumulation of P. falciparum–infected RBCs, leukocyte infiltration, and excessive fibrin deposition in the maternal blood space (3) of the placenta, a syndrome known as placental malaria (PM). PM is associated with low birth weight and maternal anemia (4–7).

In addition to these pathogenic findings in PM, a recent study showed that poor pregnancy outcomes may also be attributed...
to malaria-induced oxidative stress in the placenta (8). In that work, the level of cell membrane lipid peroxidation, detected as malondialdehyde, was significantly increased in the placentas of malaria-infected and anemic women compared with noninfected and nonanemic counterparts (8). Moreover, oxidative stress was observed in a murine model of PM caused by *P. berghei* ANKA (9–11), which yields many features of human PM but is limited by parasite virulence and maternal mortality, restricting studies to late pregnancy.

Oxidative stress is defined as an imbalance between the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), including superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl anion, and the ability of various antioxidant mechanisms to scavenge these radicals. By catalyzing the dismutation of superoxide radical into oxygen or hydrogen peroxide, superoxide dismutase (SOD) reacts with NO and ROS as an antioxidant and mitigates their negative physiological effects (12). Three isoforms of SOD have been identified. SOD1 has copper and zinc as cofactors and is localized to intracellular cytoplasmic compartments. SOD2, the second isoform, has manganese in its reactive center and has been localized to mitochondria of aerobic cells. Extracellular SOD (SOD3) is synthesized by only a few cell types including vascular smooth muscle cells, and is localized in the extracellular matrix of various tissues including the vascular wall and placenta (13). Catalase (Cat), another main antioxidant enzyme responsible for ROS control, further detoxifies a pro-oxidant response by degrading hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen. To our knowledge, the extent to which these mediators of an antioxidant response are active in PM during early pregnancy malaria has not been explored. To address this issue, an alternative murine model (3, 14–18) in which *P. chabaudi* chabaudi AS (*P. chabaudi* AS) infection in early gestation induces placental damage and pregnancy loss in C57BL/6 and A/J mice (3, 17, 18) was used. Because apoptosis does not seem to play a universal role in this placental damage (17), we hypothesized that, consistent with the *P. berghei* model of PM (9, 11), oxidative stress participates in the pathogenesis of *P. chabaudi* AS infection during early pregnancy. To this end, oxidative stress was measured by quantitative PCR of markers of an antioxidant response and by immunohistochemistry of a reactive lipid mediator generated during oxidative stress, 4-hydroxynonenal (HNE). Additionally, the ability of treatment with antioxidants (*N*-acetylcysteine [NAC] and tempol [TPL]) to block malaria-associated oxidative stress and improve pregnancy outcome was assessed. Finally, because oxidative stress and elevated ROS are associated with inflammation in human and experimental malaria (19, 20), systemic cytokine levels were measured in antioxidant-treated and untreated animals.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals, parasites, and infection**

All animal procedures reported in this study followed the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Animal protocols were approved by the University of Georgia Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Male and female C57BL/6J (B6) mice were originally purchased from the Jackson Laboratory and were used to generate breeding stock and experimental animals in the University of Georgia Coverdell Vivarium (18). All mice were kept under specific pathogen-free conditions at the Coverdell Center Vivarium (University of Georgia, Athens, GA), and were devoid of *Helicobacter* infection, which has a clear negative impact on pregnancy in C57BL/6 mice (21). *P. chabaudi* chabaudi, strain AS (MR4-741), contributed by D. Walliker, was obtained from the BEI Resources Repository, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health. The parasite was maintained by routine passage through female A/J mice and cryopreservation. Infection in experimental female mice, aged 8–10 wk, was initiated intravenously with 1000 infected RBCs per 20 g of body weight on gestation day 0; this is considered experiment day (ED) 0; thus, ED is directly comparable to gestation day. Parasitemia was detected beginning on ED6 in Giemsa-stained tail blood thin smears by examining at least 1000 RBCs in four high-power microscopic fields (3, 14–18). Thereafter, parasitemia was monitored daily by flow cytometry using Sytox-Orange staining (22). Percent of hematocrit was used as an indicator of anemia. Weight was also recorded every day (except from ED1 to ED5) in grams (18), and percent of weight loss or gain was calculated as previously described (3).

All mice were sacrificed on ED10 or ED12 as indicated (3, 14–18). Plasma and tissues were collected as described below. Mice were dissected for evaluation of embryo status and isolation of tissues as previously described (14, 15, 17, 18). Briefly, resorptions or nonviable embryos were identified by their necrotic and/or smaller size compared with viable normal embryos as they appear in uninfected pregnant (UP) mice. Mice undergoing active abortion, defined as evidence of bloody, mucoid vaginal discharge and/or evidence of embryos in the open cervix or vaginal canal were recorded (3, 14, 16, 18). The uterus was separated by cutting directly below the oviduct and above the cervix, and the mesometrium was removed.

**Antioxidant treatment and outcome monitoring**

Groups of 6–16 female mice were paired 2:1 with a male overnight and checked the following morning for vaginal plugs. Observation of a plug prompted randomization, as numbers allowed, to infected pregnant (IP) and UP groups. Each of these randomization events (on a single day) is considered to be a discreet experiment. These groups were then further randomized on either ED2 or ED6 to receive control or vehicle (PBS or H2O) or antioxidant therapy. The antioxidants used in this study were NAC (pH 7.4) and TPL (4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl). Pairing was continued until the desired number of animals was achieved and is detailed for each treatment regimen below.

For NAC treatment, mice were initiated on 14 discreet experiment start dates, with two to five plugged mice obtained per day. In cases where fewer than four plugs were observed, mice were alternated to IP or UP groups only to allow later allocation to control (PBS) and treated groups within each start date–defined
experiment. In initial experiments, NAC was administered i.p. from ED6 to ED12 at the dose of 50 mg/kg per day, with control mice receiving injections of PBS, and sacrifice was scheduled for ED12; for this goal, eight UP NAC, eight UP PBS, five IP NAC, and five IP PBS mice were generated. When these experiments revealed that pregnancy loss was occurring prior to ED12, an additional 21 mice from eight discreet experiment start dates (two to five mice per experiment; six UP NAC, six UP PBS, six IP NAC, and five IP PBS) were generated for sacrifice at ED10 (with treatment received from ED6 to ED10). ED10 sacrificed mice allowed collection of conceptus tissue for evaluation of lipid peroxidation (see below) and collection of plasma for assessment of systemic cytokine levels at the time of abortion.

TPL (at the dose of 40 mg/kg per day, dissolved in methanol, and diluted in PBS) was first administered i.p. starting at ED6; control mice received sterile PBS supplemented as appropriate with diluent (methanol). Overall, eight experiment start days were used with the number of mice varying from three to six per experiment, ultimately yielding 5 UP TPL, 7 UP PBS, 7 IP TPL, and 11 IP PBS mice that were sacrificed on ED12.

In subsequent experiments, TPL was delivered ad libitum in drinking water at 40 mg/kg per day (23, 24) with daily changes, and was initiated at either ED2 or ED6 through ED10 or ED12. This concentration was calculated to be comparable on a per-day basis to the concentration delivered by injection. TPL consumption was confirmed by tracking the volume of liquid consumed over the entire cage of mice and average per-mouse consumption calculated. For the ED6 TPL treatment regimen, nine experiment start dates were included, with daily inclusion ranging from three to six mice. Total group sizes were 4 UP TPL, 6 UP H2O, 15 IP TPL, and 6 IP H2O for a total of 31 mice. All of these mice were sacrificed on ED12. For the TPL drinking regimen started on ED2, 20 experiment start dates (numbers of mice ranging from three to six) were performed and yielded 45 mice (6 UP TPL, 5 UP H2O, 12 IP TPL, 10 IP H2O) for sacrifice on ED10 and 40 mice (5 UP TPL, 12 UP H2O, 10 IP TPL, 6 IP H2O; nine experiment start dates) for sacrifice on ED12.

The mean volume of TPL solution drunk per mouse per day was respectively 4.93 ± 0.29 and 4.48 ± 0.09 in UP TPL and IP TPL, whereas the mean volume of water drunk was 5.26 ± 0.18 and 4.28 ± 0.09 in UP H2O and IP H2O. Variation in water and TPL uptake was not significant between treatment groups.

**Placental histology and immunohistochemistry**

At sacrifice (ED10 and ED12), conceptuses and spleens were immediately harvested from TPL- and vehicle-treated mice and fixed in 10% neutral formalin for 12 h. The fixed tissues were embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 7 μm. H&E-stained organ sections were used by a pathologist to assess malaria-associated histopathology and the effects of TPL treatment. Unstained 7 μm tissue sections (3) were used for immunohistochemistry (IHC) according to previously reported methods (17) with a Polink-HRP kit for rabbit Abs following the manufacturer’s instructions (GBI Mukilteo, WA). Samples were stained the same day with the same reagents to avoid interassay variability. Briefly, unstained tissue sections were first deparaffinized and rehydrated through xylene and graded alcohol series. Ag retrieval was performed for 30 min with a Pascal pressurized heating chamber (Code S2800; Dako, Carpinteria, CA). Detection of HNE adducts, markers for lipid peroxidation, was achieved with a polyclonal rabbit anti-HNE (ab46545; Abcam, Cambridge, MA) at 1/2000 for 1 h in a moist chamber at 37°C. HNE is one of the most quantitatively important products of lipid peroxidation (25), a process by which oxidants such as free radicals or nonradical species attack lipids, especially polyunsaturated fatty acids, yielding lipid peroxyl radicals, and hydroperoxides (26). Sections were counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated and mounted with Flo-Texx (Lerner Laboratories, Pittsburgh, PA). Stained slides were viewed and photographed on a Nikon Eclipse E400 microscope with a Nikon DS-L1-5M imaging camera at ×200 final magnification to monitor staining and assess results. Scoring for HNE in murine spleen and placental tissues was done by examining 10 power fields of the stained slide and assigning a score on a 0–4 scale. High-resolution images for data presentation were taken with an Olympus BX41 microscope coupled with an Olympus Digital camera DP 25, saved as TIFF files, and cropped and resized using Adobe Photoshop CS6.

**Antioxidant gene expression by quantitative PCR**

Total RNA from mouse conceptuses (ED9, 10, and 11) was extracted using Trizol Reagent (Ambion, Carlsbad CA), DNase-treated (Ambion), reverse-transcribed with High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Genes of interest (Table I) were quantified with Power Sybr Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, U.K.) with the C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler (CFX96 Real Time Systems; Bio-Rad, Hercules CA). Each sample was assayed in duplicate for all targets (antioxidant genes) and the housekeeping (18S RNA) gene. Average threshold cycle (Ct) values were normalized to the average of 18S RNA Ct values and relative expression was calculated for each target gene by the ΔΔCt method (27). Details of mouse-specific primer sets (sequence forward and reverse) as well as the size of the amplification products and gene name are summarized in Table I.

**ELISA for TNF, IL-6, IFN, and CCL2**

Plasma was collected from IP and UP mice by cardiac puncture at sacrifice on ED10. Cytokines and chemokine levels were assessed by ELISA using reference standard curves with known amounts of recombinant cytokines (TNF, IL-6, and IFN) and chemokine (CCL2) following the manufacturer’s instructions (BD and R&D as appropriate). For measurement of CCL2 in mouse conceptuses, total protein was isolated as previously described (17). Total proteins were quantified by CBQCA Protein Quantification Kit and diluted in assay diluent at the concentration of 1 μg/μl for use in ELISA.
**RESULTS**

**Antioxidant gene expression is elevated in P. chabaudi AS exposed conceptuses**

Our mouse model of PM has consistently found that mice infected with *P. chabaudi* AS at ED0 abort their embryos at midgestation with no viable embryos remaining on ED12 (3, 16–18). To verify the extent to which embryos and their placentas are subjected to oxidative stress in this model, expression of genes involved in driving the transcriptional response to oxidative stress, NF erythroid derived 2 like-2 (*Nrf2*), and in detoxification of ROS, superoxide dismutase 1 (*Sod1*), *Sod2*, *Sod3*, and *Cat* as well as heme oxygenase (*Ho*), mRNA were assessed by quantitative PCR. On ED9, 1 d before abortion starts in IP B6 mice (3, 16–18), *Nrf2* was modestly increased and *Ho* was modestly increased 4- to 5-fold relative to UP conceptuses, whereas *Sod3* was upregulated with the fold increase reaching almost 20 (Fig. 1A). *Sod2* remained elevated through ED10; *Sod3* was strongly upregulated through ED11, peaking at a nearly a 30-fold increase on ED10 (Fig. 1A). *Ho* was modestly increased roughly 2-fold during the tested period (Fig. 1A).

**Mouse PM is associated with lipid peroxidation**

To verify that oxidative stress occurs in *P. chabaudi* AS–infected mouse placentas, in situ generation of HNE at ED10 was assessed. As shown in representative images (Fig. 1B, 1C), infected placentas showed significant (*p = 0.0137; Fig. 1C, 1D) lipid peroxidation by IHC relative to uninfected placentas (Fig. 1B, 1D).

**Antioxidant NAC does not rescue poor pregnancy outcomes in B6 mice**

Based on the observations of increased antioxidant transcriptional response and lipid peroxidation in infected conceptuses (Fig. 1), we hypothesized that oxidative stress contributes to the pathogenesis of PM in this model and, in addition, that therapeutic interventions targeting oxygen radicals will improve pregnancy outcome. To this end, the efficacy of NAC was first tested. NAC interacts with ROS such as superoxide and hydrogen peroxide (28–33), and decreases the generation of free radicals by increasing glutathione synthesis (34, 35). Treatment was started on ED6 and ended on ED12, encompassing the time of detectable parasitemia to pregnancy loss in untreated *P. chabaudi* AS–infected pregnant B6 mice (3, 14, 16–18). Treatment efficacy was assessed by two outcome measures: embryo viability and uterus weight at ED12. Contrary to expectations, i.p.-delivered NAC (36) did not improve pregnancy outcome (Supplemental Fig. I, Tables I, II). In fact, 50% of NAC-treated IP mice aborted earlier (ED8) than PBS-treated IP mice, indicating a potential toxic effect. IP uteri were significantly lighter that UP uteri (Supplemental Fig. 1G) and all embryos were nonviable at ED12 regardless of treatment (Table II). By AUC analysis, percent weight change (Supplemental Fig. 1B), percent hematocrit (Supplemental Fig. 1D), and percent parasitemia (Supplemental Fig. 1F) were not significantly different between NAC- and PBS-treated mice. These results indicate that, at the dose used in this study, NAC failed to improve pregnancy outcome.

**Statistical analysis**

Unless otherwise noted, the Graph Pad Prism Statistical Software (Version 5.03; GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) was used for quantitative data analysis. Sample sizes were in line with previous literature (cumulative 5–12 mice per group). Changes in percent starting weight, hematocrit, and parasitemia between groups were assessed by comparison of area under the curve (AUC). AUC was calculated in GraphPad Prism for weight using the ratio of starting weight (weight at day x divided by weight at day 0). AUC for hematocrit and parasitemia were calculated using the raw data for hematocrit and parasitemia, respectively. Nonparametric Mann–Whitney *U* test comparisons and Kruskal–Wallis test with Dunn multiple comparison test were applied when data were not normally distributed for pairwise and multiple group comparisons, respectively. Otherwise, Student *t* test and one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparison test were used. A two-tailed Fisher exact test was used to compare embryo viability between antioxidant-treated versus control mice. A *p* value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**FIGURE 1. Malaria-induced antioxidant response and lipid peroxidation in P. chabaudi AS–infected C57BL/6 (B6) conceptuses.**

(A) Transcript levels of mouse *Nrf2*, *Ho*, *Sod1*, *Sod2*, *Sod3*, and *Cat* were quantified by quantitative PCR using forward and reverse primer sequences shown in Table I. Expression in IP mice is relative to the mean expression value in UP mice and normalized to mouse 18S RNA values. Columns and bars represent mean ± SEM of the relative quantities (fold-changes) for each gene from at least three conceptuses per mouse with a minimum of five mice per group. Representative images of UP (B) and IP (C) placenta stained for lipid adducts using an anti-HNE Ab. Arrows indicate stained trophoblast; arrowheads depict HNE staining in parasite-infected and uninfected RBCs in maternal blood space and within erythrophagocytosing trophoblast. (D) Summary scores for HNE staining. *p < 0.05.
in *P. chabaudi* AS–infected mice. Due to the observed toxicity of NAC and its failure to mitigate lipid peroxidation in spleen (Supplemental Fig. 2L) and placenta (Supplemental Fig. 2H, 2J), this therapeutic option was abandoned.

**TPL delivered i.p. incrementally improves pregnancy outcomes in *P. chabaudi* AS–infected mice**

Given the failure of NAC to alleviate poor pregnancy outcomes in *P. chabaudi* AS–infected pregnant mice, we next turned to TPL, a nitroxide compound that has been studied extensively in animal models of increased ROS and oxidative stress (37). It metabolizes superoxide anions via a reducible nitroxide group (38) to form hydrogen peroxide, accounting for its superoxide dismutase mimetic action (37, 38). An advantage of using TPL is that it is cell permeable, specifically targeting superoxide anions that are generated intracellularly (39). Intraperitoneally delivered TPL did not impact the outcome of infection in terms of weight change (Fig. 2A, 2B), anemia (Fig. 2C, 2D), or course of parasitemia (Fig. 2E, 2F). Although uterus weight was reduced with infection regardless of treatment (Fig. 2G), the number of embryos per uterus (Fig. 2H) was equivalent in all groups (*p* > 0.05). Importantly, IP TPL–treated mice showed a significantly higher proportion of viable embryos relative to untreated IP mice (Table II). This result suggests that, unlike NAC, TPL has a modest protective effect for pregnancy outcomes in *P. chabaudi* AS–infected pregnant B6 mice.

**Table II. Comparative percent of embryo viability in antioxidant-treated mice versus vehicle-treated mice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Start ED</th>
<th>Uninfected Pregnant (UP)</th>
<th>Infected Pregnant (IP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Treated Viable/Total (%)</td>
<td>Vehicle Viable/Total (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAC</td>
<td>Injection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>41/43 (95; 5)</td>
<td>44/46 (96; 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL</td>
<td>Injection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39/43 (90; 5)</td>
<td>42/44 (95; 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL</td>
<td>Drinking</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40/42 (95; 5)</td>
<td>80/8S (94; 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL</td>
<td>Drinking</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38/41 (93; 4)</td>
<td>62/67 (92; 6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The *p* values were obtained with a two-tailed Fisher exact probability test when comparing UP–treated versus vehicle–treated and IP–treated versus IP–vehicle, respectively. Bold *p* values indicate significance between IP–treated and IP–vehicle, *p* = 0.05. Proportion of viable embryos; ED, experiment day or gestation day, referring to the day when treatment was started; TPL, tempol; viable/total, the number of viable embryos divided by the total number of embryos on ED12.*

**TPL delivered via drinking water partially improves pregnancy outcomes in *P. chabaudi* AS–infected mice**

Given the promise of TPL treatment by injection, we next tested whether the outcome could improve with constant administration via drinking water at the same dose (40 mg/kg per day) as previously described in models for fetal growth restriction and preeclampsia (23, 24). One regimen started on ED6 (Supplemental Fig. 2A, 2B) and the second on ED2 (to allow longer exposure to the drug; Fig. 3). In both cases, ED12 was initially chosen as the endpoint. Weight gain was suppressed in control IP mice relative to UP mice as expected (Fig. 3A, 3B) (3, 14, 16–18). With treatment starting on ED2, weight change among the dams was not different between the TPL–treated groups, apparently due to reduced weight gain in UP mice (Fig. 3A, 3B). As observed with injected TPL, treatment did not improve anemia (Fig. 3C, 3D), nor alter the development of parasitemia (Fig. 3E, 3F). Likewise, uterus weight was reduced with infection regardless of treatment (Fig. 3G). Because uterus weight in control UP mice was comparable to that in treated UP mice (Fig. 3G), reduced weight gain in the latter (Fig. 3A) was not due to embryo toxicity; in fact, the proportion of viable embryos in TPL–treated (93%) relative to UP controls (94%; Table II) was equivalent. Notably, uterus weight in treated IP mice was not different from that of treated UP mice (Fig. 3G), likely owing to improved outcome (increased uterus weight) in 2 out of 10 IP mice. Improved outcome is also reflected in the number of embryos per uterus (Fig. 3H), which differed across the groups (Kruskal–Wallis test, *p* = 0.0218; pairwise post hoc tests did not yield significant results). Indeed, the proportion of viable embryos in IP TPL–treated mice was significantly higher than in the untreated IP cohort (Table II). Consistent with this, the number of viable embryos and uterus weight were positively correlated in the treated IP mice (Spearman *r* = 0.86; *p* = 0.0045; Supplemental Fig. 3).

Finally, similar improved pregnancy outcomes were observed with oral TPL treatment initiated at ED6 (Supplemental Fig. 4, Table II). Collectively, these results indicate that TPL delivered orally ad libitum has a limited but significant positive effect on embryo survival in IP mice.
Chronic TPL exposure does not significantly mitigate placental lipid peroxidation

To assess the extent to which TPL treatment improves embryo viability by reducing placental oxidative stress, placental lipid peroxidation at ED10 in mice receiving oral TPL from ED2 was compared with control mice.

Lipid peroxidation was evident in placentas from some TPL-treated (Fig. 4D, 4H), and all control mice (Fig. 4B, 4F). Interestingly, there was significant variability in HNE staining among IP placentas, with some specimens having staining scores comparable to those from UP dams (Fig. 4N). This suggests variable efficacy for superoxide scavenging by
Importantly, embryo viability was negatively correlated with the IHC score (Spearman $r = -0.82; p = 0.0341$; Fig. 4O), indicating that in cases in which TPL treatment did mediate reduction in placental lipid peroxidation, a protective effect (i.e., enhanced embryo viability) was achieved. In contrast to the lipid peroxidation patterns observed in placentas, splenic HNE was substantially and universally reduced in TPL-treated animals (Fig. 4K, 4L). Thus, whereas orally administered TPL effectively scavenges ROS and protects the spleen against lipid peroxidation in IP mice (Fig. 4M), this treatment is inconsistently effective at the placental level (Fig. 4N).
Impact of chronic TPL treatment on local and systemic inflammatory markers

To assess the impact of TPL treatment on the inflammatory response in pregnant mice receiving treatment from ED2, the levels of cytokines (TNF, IL-6, and IFN-γ) and the chemokine CCL2 were assessed at ED10 in plasma and protein extracts from conceptus tissue by ELISA (Fig. 5). Irrespective of treatment, the levels of TNF, IL-10, and CCL2 were universally higher in IP compared with UP mice (Fig. 5B, 5D, 5E); CCL2 was also elevated in conceptus lysates from IP mice (Fig. 5F). IFN-γ (Fig. 5A) and IL-6 (Fig. 5C) also varied across the groups (Kruskal–Wallis test, \( p < 0.05 \)), but pairwise post hoc tests did not yield significant results. When the levels of these factors were assessed as a function of pregnancy outcome (aborting or not) among IP mice, both IFN-γ (Fig. 6A) and CCL2 (Fig. 6E) were found to clearly segregate to low levels in nonaborting mice and high levels in aborting mice in TPL-treated mice, but not in the control group. Interestingly, TPL treatment appeared to suppress TNF among aborting mice (Fig. 6B). Tissue CCL2 (Fig. 6F) differed across the groups (Kruskal–Wallis test, \( p < 0.05 \)), but pairwise post hoc tests did not yield significant results. Neither IL-6 (Fig. 6C) nor IL-10 (Fig. 6D) levels varied significantly as a function of treatment or outcome.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, a potential role for placental oxidative stress in compromise of early pregnancy in *P. chabaudi* AS infection was explored. Placental antioxidant gene expression and lipid peroxidation in mouse conceptuses were examined and the impact of antioxidant treatment on midgestational pregnancy outcomes in malaria-infected mice was assessed. We present evidence that supports the hypothesis that oxidative stress contributes to poor pregnancy outcomes during PM.

Previous studies in murine *P. berghei* NK65 infection in late pregnancy malaria and in human PM have suggested that malaria...
impacts the antioxidant response in the placenta and promotes oxidative stress (8, 9, 11). Our results corroborate those studies.

In *P. chabaudi* AS infection in B6 mice, we observed increased expression of *Nrf2* in conceptuses. This upregulation was observed together with increased expression of antioxidant genes *Sod1*, *Sod2*, *Sod3*, and *Cat*. Expression levels for most of these genes returned nearly to baseline on ED10. A different pattern for placental catalase activity was observed in BALB/c mice infected at midgestation with *P. berghei* NK65: relative to uninfected mice during ascending parasitemia, catalase activity was reduced (9). Although the basis for this discrepancy is not clear, there are multiple obvious differences in study design between that and the present work. It is noteworthy that *P. berghei* ANKA infection in B6 mice was associated with a significant decrease in *Cat* and *Sod1* expression in the brain (40). Thus, different parasite species may mediate variable oxidative responses in mice.

The most remarkable antioxidant response in the *P. chabaudi* AS–infected placenta was *Sod3*, the expression of which was highly elevated at all tested time points. Although the source of these transcripts in the placenta was not identified, it is noteworthy that this enzyme plays an important role in scavenging ROS extracellularly (41). In PM, where sequestered parasites (42) and responding immune cells (19, 20, 43) are likely to represent a potent source of ROS, extracellular SOD may be critical to counterbalance high levels of oxidative stress. Further studies will be required to determine the extent to which this particular enzyme may be a critical player in the response to PM, as well as cellular sources.

FIGURE 5. Levels of cytokines and chemokines in TPL-treated (from ED2) and control (H2O) mice at midgestation (ED10).
Levels of plasma IFN (A), TNF (B), IL-6 (C), IL-10 (D), and CCL2 (E), as well as placental tissue lysate CCL2 (F) are indicated. The data shown are derived from 10 experimental start days (three to six mice per experiment), which yielded a total of 45 mice. The Kruskal–Wallis test showed significance across the groups for IFN-γ (*p = 0.0120*) and IL-6 (*p = 0.0219*), but pairwise post hoc tests did not. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. ns, not statistically significant.
malaria, has been suggested (44), placental lipid peroxidation may be central to PM-associated compromise of pregnancy. Indeed, at very high levels, HNE reportedly induces apoptosis or necrosis (45). Although we previously demonstrated that the former is unlikely to mediate embryo loss in infected B6 mice (17), necrotic placental damage is observed (D. Sarr, J. Ecker, J.M. Moore, unpublished observations). The extent to which necroptosis is operational in PM has not been reported. At moderate levels, HNE promotes organelle and protein damage leading to induction of autophagy (45). Inhibition of mTOR signaling has recently been shown to provide a link between human PM and low birth weight (46), but has not been explored in the context of malaria-induced oxidative stress.

Considering the coincidence of the antioxidant response and embryo loss in P. chabaudi AS–infected mice, it is likely that oxidative stress plays an important role in PM pathogenesis. Compromised fetal development, resulting in intrauterine growth retardation, is a hallmark of human PM (47, 48). Notably, in noninfected pregnancies, intrauterine growth retardation is associated with increased free radicals and markers of lipid peroxidation in maternal peripheral blood (49). The association of pregnancy complications like pre-eclampsia, recurrent spontaneous abortion, and antiphospholipid syndrome with oxidative stress has motivated a number of intervention studies with antioxidant therapies (50–53). This precedence led to our hypothesis that antioxidant drug delivery, by mitigating oxidative stress, may improve pregnancy outcomes in our mouse model. In keeping with the observed elevated expression of Sod3, which was suggestive of extracellular oxidative stress, mice were first treated with NAC, an extracellular reactive oxygen scavenger. Although accumulation of maternal inflammatory monocytes and macrophages, which might contribute ROS, is not evident in placentas of P. chabaudi AS–infected pregnant B6 mice (17), an NAC treatment approach was rationalized by work in a rat model of LPS-induced preterm labor and fetal demise, which responded positively to NAC pretreatment (54) at the same concentrations used in this study. Contrary to expectations, however, NAC mediated no protective effect in malaria-infected mice, and in fact,
appeared to be embryotoxic. This may be related to the ability of NAC, at low concentrations, to actually enhance superoxide anion generation (37), negating any potential antioxidant effect and resulting in no net change in HNE generation in placenta and spleen. In the absence of an improved outcome with the concentration and timing of NAC used in this study, we were not motivated to test alternative delivery modes or regimens. Rather, we next tested TPL, an SOD mimicant that has been shown to cross biological membranes (39) and effectively scavenge superoxide (55–58). A recent study in experimental cerebral malaria showed TPL slightly increased survival in treated mice (59). Similar to that model, i.p. delivery of TPL to malaria-infected mice increased embryo survival by a modest 10%. Encouraged by that outcome, however, we tested TPL efficacy via oral administration. This mode, with a 6- or 10-d treatment period, yielded outcomes that were comparable to delivery via injection; that is, modest improvement in embryo viability in TPL-treated IP mice. Unexpectedly, UP mice receiving oral TPL treatment had significantly lower weight gain than UP controls. A previous study found that oral administration of TPL to obese/Zucker rats fed a high-fat diet reduced abdominal fat and weight gain, without changing food intake (60). Additionally, mice fed TPL from birth had a reduced weight gain but appeared fully healthy (61, 62). In the current study, reduced pregnancy-associated weight gain in TPL-treated uninfected mice was not reflected in uterus weight, which was comparable in treated and control mice, nor did it negatively impact number of embryos per dam. Thus, we conclude that there is no embryotoxicity with TPL. Indeed, studies designed to assess the efficacy of TPL in improving pregnancy outcome in mouse models of preeclampsia (24) and fetal growth restriction (23) found that oral administration of this drug enhances fetal growth (23, 24). These studies used TPL at the concentration of 1 mmol/l in drinking water starting at 2 d before mating (24) and gestation day 12.5 (23), respectively. The present work used a comparable drug concentration, but outcomes were relatively modest; this could be due to a more intense impact of malaria infection on embryo viability. Interestingly, whereas TPL treatment did not significantly impact placental ROS levels in the fetal growth restriction model (23), we observed a reduction of placental lipid peroxidation in some animals, with staining being negatively correlated with embryo viability. Thus, TPL is variably efficacious at the placental level in the context of malaria infection. The basis for this variation is not clear, but is unlikely to be attributable to variation in drug consumption or parasite dynamics, given that lipid peroxidation in the spleen was effectively and consistently controlled in all treated animals. Importantly, other studies have shown an organ-specific effect of TPL (37). In the absence of confirmation of the drug in plasma or urine, we tentatively conclude that bioavailability for TPL in the placenta is poor, but in cases in which it can reach effective local concentrations, oral TPL can positively impact embryo outcome and suppress placental lipid peroxidation.

Our readout for both oxidative damage and TPL efficacy, aside from infection parameters and embryo outcome, was the detection of placental HNE. It is important to acknowledge that HNE can be contributed exogenously, such as by components of the malaria parasite, rather than being generated in situ by endogenous ROS. Only the latter would be targeted by TPL (37, 38), because this drug will not have a direct effect on de novo generation of HNE by the parasite, namely via hemoglobin. Notably, HNE generated by hemoglobin in an infected erythrocyte can be transferred to uninfected erythrocytes (63); it is therefore plausible that parasite-derived HNE is transferred to trophoblast in the infected mouse by accumulating parasites (16, 18), and may overcome the effects of NAC and TPL. Hemoglobin, which accumulates in trophoblast in mouse (15) and human (64) PM, could also directly contribute to HNE production in situ. Indeed, HNE staining in maternal erythrocytes is evident in P. chabaudi AS–infected placenta (Fig. IC). Future studies in our model and others will be necessary to confirm the sources and contribution of HNE to malaria pathogenesis in pregnancy.

Finally, previous studies have demonstrated the anti-inflammatory effects of TPL (65, 66), including in experimental cerebral malaria (59). Because inflammatory responses are critical in PM pathogenesis (3, 14–18), the extent to which these responses are altered was a logical consideration in TPL-treated mice. Interestingly, just as TPL efficacy in altering HNE production was variable in malaria-infected pregnant mice, so was its ability to alter systemic inflammatory responses. Cytokine levels were not different in IP mice as a function of treatment status; however, plasma levels of IFN-γ and CCL2 were clearly segregated in TPL-treated animals, with lower levels being observed in nonaborting relative to aborting mice. Thus, an indicator of TPL efficacy might be its ability to suppress inflammatory cytokine and chemokine production. Future studies of antioxidant therapy in IP mice will need to resolve the relative contributions of TPL-mediated antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects.

In summary, this study provides evidence that in early gestational P. chabaudi AS infection, significant lipid peroxidation and transcriptional antioxidant response, both indicators of oxidative stress, occur in the infected placenta. Whereas NAC was unsuccessful in improving pregnancy outcomes in the mouse, antioxidant TPL therapy yielded a modest and variable, but promising, improvement in pregnancy outcome that may be dually related to reduced oxidative damage and inflammatory responses. These results suggest that antioxidant therapies may be useful as adjunctive therapies with antimalarial drugs in PM, but inconsistent drug efficacy in the placenta is a significant concern.
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